The death of Barbara Stoddard Burks on May 25, 1943, at the early age of 40 years, was a truly serious loss not only to psychology but also to biology, sociology, and education. Her record for creative productivity, which has rarely been equalled by one of her years either in quantity or quality, was made possible by an extraordinary combination of intellect, energy, and scientific enthusiasm. As Dr. Florence Goodenough has expressed it in a personal letter to me, "In the short span of her life Dr. Burks' contributions would have done credit to one of double her age. Her zeal in research, her fine technical skill, and her clear insight into the basic principles underlying the problems which she set out to solve won the unqualified admiration of her colleagues both in this country and abroad."

Barbara's ancestry on both sides goes back to superior colonial stock, her father's family being among the early settlers in Virginia and her mother a descendant of the Jonathan Edwards family and of Benjamin Franklin's father. Barbara's relatives, especially on her mother's side, include a large number of outstanding persons in the fields of government, scholarship, science, education, and letters. Her father, Dr. Jesse D. Burks, was a graduate of Chicago and Columbia universities and was widely known for his work in two separate fields: education and municipal research.

Barbara graduated from high school at the age of 16, then worked for a year in the U. S. Bureau of Standards before entering college. My acquaintance with her began when she was a senior student in psychology at Stanford after she had transferred from the University of California at the end of her junior year. She graduated from Stanford in 1924 with Phi Beta Kappa honors and "with great distinction." The unusual quality of her mind was so immediately evident that she was advised at once to proceed to the doctorate without undergoing the usual probationary period before setting this goal. Her record as a graduate student was in fact one of the best I have ever known.

Barbara was my research assistant in psychology from 1924 to 1929 and my research associate in 1929-30. Her Ph.D. dissertation was completed in 1927, but because of her extensive collaboration with me on other research and writing she did not receive her degree until 1929. Her later academic career was as follows: school psychologist in Pasadena, 1931-32; research associate in child welfare at the University of California, 1932-34; General Education Board Fellow, 1934-36; research associate at the Carnegie Institute, 1936-43. For two years preceding her death she was also associate in psychology at Columbia University.

One might be puzzled to say, on the basis of either the positions she held or her diversified publications, whether Barbara's main interests were in psychology, genetics, or education. Her minor field of study for the doctorate was in mathematics, with emphasis on statistical procedures applicable to bi-social problems. As a graduate student she also found time to master, as few psychologists ever do, the fundamental principles of genetics. Her interests were primarily oriented toward the nature and nurture factors that determine human development, rather than toward any one discipline as such; she was willing to equip herself in whatever border-zone fields would contribute to this end.
Her loss will be more keenly felt because of this rare breadth of interests. As expressed by Dr. Gardner Murphy, "The trend towards interdisciplinary research has never been more magnificently exemplified than in the career of Dr. Burks, whose work began with an integration of biological, psychological, and educational materials in her large nature-nurture studies and went on to include materials from sociology and psychiatry. She passed with ease and competence from technical studies of the biology of twinning and of linkage to the subtle and complex problems of childhood egocentrism and of sociometric placement. Quite aside from the sheer volume of her work, there was no more mature or indefatigable student of the bio-social nature of human personality problems."

The early flowering of Barbara's genius is indicated by the fact she had planned the main outlines of her life work on nature and nurture by the age of 20 years and had completed her famous study of foster children soon after her 24th birthday, notwithstanding the extensive assistance she was giving me at the time in the preparation of the 1928 Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education. Nor is it any disparagement of her later work to say that this study deserves to be ranked among the best of her entire career, indeed among the dozen or so most important contributions in the history of nature-nurture research from Galton to the present. By limiting the number of variables to the lowest possible number and by the application of statistical procedures hitherto unused in nature-nurture investigations, she was able to present cogent evidence of the predominant part played by heredity in determining parent-child resemblance in intellectual performance. It is significant that a repetition of her study by Dr. Alice Leahy in Minnesota, with controls that were in some respects even more rigid than those previously used, yielded results that agreed with Barbara's almost perfectly to the second decimal place.

The value of Barbara's contribution to the 1928 Yearbook can hardly be overestimated, for besides her foster children study she prepared a hundred page summary of previous nature-nurture studies, and (in collaboration with Dr. T. L. Kelley) wrote a noteworthy chapter on statistical hazards that confront investigators in this difficult field of research. The foster children research was originally designed as a collaborative affair, with Barbara as my assistant, but because of the initiative and originality she displayed in planning the investigation I was glad to turn over to her the entire responsibility of carrying it through. If space permitted I could speak with equal enthusiasm of her collaboration with me in the 1927–28 follow-up of my gifted subjects and in the writing of Vol. III of Genetic Studies of Genius.

Although Barbara's later researches covered a wide range of topics, the nature-nurture problem remained her strongest interest. For some time before her death she had been engaged in a study of foster children in the state of New York. This research was financed by the Carnegie Corporation and was being carried out under the auspices of the Social Science Research Council. It was made possible by the cooperation of the New York State Charities Aid Association and was concerned mainly with the personality adjustment, broadly defined, of three groups of foster children: true parents psychotic, true parents alcoholic, and true parents normal.1 Only a month before her death she had been awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship to enable her

1 The study is being completed by Dr. Anne Roe at Yale University.
to complete another study she had under way on identical twins reared apart.

One of Barbara's last important publications was a highly detailed study of the personality characteristics of a single pair of twins reared apart, prepared as a contribution to a memorial volume dedicated to me on my retirement from active service. This study was a masterpiece of finesse in ferreting out minor as well as major differences in personality behavior and indicates the type of work she planned to do with ten or a dozen pairs of separated identical twins during the term of her Guggenheim Fellowship.

While holding a General Education Board Fellowship, 1934 to 1936, Barbara spent the first year at Columbia University making a survey of problems and techniques related to the personality development of children. The second year was spent in Europe, seven months with Piaget and his associates at Geneva, six busy weeks in Germany, and numerous briefer visits to clinics and research laboratories in Great Britain and France. I have seen a confidential report of some 10,000 words in which she summarized her experiences and gave her reactions to the personalities and to the research problems and techniques with which she came in contact that year. Her observations were so keen and her comments so vivid and insightful that it is a pity the report could not have been published in full. In her comments on Germany she had much to say about the blighting effects of the Nazi regime on university research and about its methods of educational indoctrination. It was evident that in 1936 she foresaw as clearly as did our press representatives in Berlin the inevitable outcome of Germany's aggressive mood.

The contacts which Barbara made in Europe in 1936 were doubtless responsible for her appointment two years later, first as secretary then as chairman, of the Committee in Aid of Displaced Foreign Psychologists. As a representative of the committee she returned to Europe in the summer of 1939. Regarding her work on this committee Dr. Gordon Allport has written me in part as follows: "The burden was very heavy for the first two years, lightening somewhat as time went on. . . . In her annual summary Barbara reported with modesty concerning certain results of her work. Jobs were found for a limited number of refugee psychologists (possibly a score), fellowships and internships were secured for rather more. Aid was given in the preparation of manuscripts, in securing occasional lecture opportunities, and in attending scientific meetings. At one time she had, I think, 200 names of displaced psychologists, most but not all in America. Others were still seeking means of entrance when the war broke out. For every placement, or instance of successful help, I estimate that she wrote twenty letters and made many personal calls. The reward was meagre and discouraging. Yet, even if the successes were not numerous, they were occasionally brilliant. There are a few instances, too personal for record, where her efforts surely turned the tide from disaster to success. Her service stemmed from a deep generosity in her nature, and a willingness to take up dreary and thankless work which other people gladly escaped. Although she encountered discouragements and occasional hostility she persevered without complaint."

It is a fitting tribute to her work in this connection that a committee has been formed to secure contributions for a Barbara Stoddard Burks Memorial Fund to be used as a loan fund in aid of refugee psychologists or geneticists engaged in study or research in this country.

Barbara was married in 1927 to Dr.
Herman Ramsperger who was at that time a National Research Fellow in chemistry at Stanford University and later became assistant professor of chemistry at the California Institute of Technology. The marriage was an ideally happy one. Herman took great pride in his wife's attainments and gave her every encouragement to continue her professional career. His untimely death in 1932, after a lingering illness, was a blow from which Barbara was slow to recover.
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